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Wise Investing
The key to building wealth during today’s bull markets, bear markets,
and corrections.
By Jason M. O’Dell, MS, CWM and Robert Peelman, CFP
You have heard, “those who fail
to learn history, are doomed
to repeat it.” This statement is
relevant in many areas, including
investing and wealth management. Knowing the history of
securities markets will help you avoid some of the past mistakes investors have made and also demonstrates why the
slow, steady tortoise approach of investing works, while in
contrast, the rabbit approach of market timing and seeking
home run investments is a recipe for disaster.
It is extremely important
to understand that markets
go up, but they also go
down. One may understand
that in theory, but in reality, when markets go down,
some investors lose their
focus:
“Should I go to cash?”
“Should I get out now and
come back when things start
to turn?”
“Should I sell low now and
buy back in high?”
Nobody ever really asks
that last question, but that
may be the effect on one’s
wealth if one follows the
instincts indicated by the
first two.
Understanding the history and terminology of the markets will help navigate the playing field and avoid repeating
past mistakes. It is smart to learn from mistakes—but it is
wise to learn from the mistakes of others—and much less
painful.

there is more to it than that. Bull markets are characterized
by optimism, investor confidence, and expectations that
strong results will continue. It is difficult to predict consistently when trends in the market will change. Part of the
difficulty is that psychological effects and speculation may
sometimes play a large role in the markets.

Bull Markets (Up Markets)
Many financial experts technically define a bull market as
period of increase in value in the market of at least 20%, but

Market Corrections
Market corrections are indicated by a reverse movement,
usually negative, of at least 10% in a stock, bond, commod-
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Bear Markets (Down Markets)
Bear markets represent a market condition in which the
prices of securities are falling, and widespread pessimism
causes the negative sentiment to be self-sustaining. As inves-

tors anticipate losses in a bear market and selling continues,
pessimism grows. Although figures can vary, for many, a
downturn of 20% or more in multiple broad market indexes,
such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average or Standard &
Poor 500 Index, over at least a 2-month period, is considered
an entry into a bear market.
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ity, or index to adjust for an overvaluation. Corrections are
generally temporary price declines interrupting an uptrend
in the market or an asset. A correction has a shorter duration than a bear market or a recession, but can be a precursor to either.
Those definitions help define the technical side of market movements, but do little to address the psychological
effects on investors.
How Emotion Plays a Major Part
in Investment Decisions
When talking with clients about market volatility, we
often discuss emotion. Money is personal and emotional.
During bull markets and times of investor enthusiasm,
emotion can cause irrational decisions to be made, such as
buying more of a particular security not because the fundamentals suggest there is value, but because the investor felt
short-term exuberance from gains. Emotion can negatively
affect a portfolio strategy. Although it is present in bull
markets, the largest problems often arise during bear markets. Down markets force people to assess the damage in
their portfolios more often, which leads to pain from seeing
losses, which leads to more performance monitoring.
The natural instincts of investors are often wrong. Buying
low and selling high often requires one to do the opposite
of one’s instincts.
When markets are stable and calm or rising during a
bull market period, we see less breaking news and instant
analysis. It is precisely at the time investors need guidance—during corrections and/or bear markets—that news
headlines about “plunging equities,” “another crash on the
way,” “death spiral for the markets,” and so on proliferate. Such hyperbolic statements make it difficult to make
sound financial decisions.
When clients contact us to ask if they should change
their strategy, we respond with one simple question: Has
anything changed in your life since our last meeting that
would alter your goals or change your tolerance for risk?
If the answer is yes, we discuss how the investment
portfolio is currently constructed—what type of return is
expected as well as the type of volatility. If those factors
are no longer aligned, we make the necessary changes.
Usually, the answer is no: “I’d still like to retire on X with
X amount of money to last X amount of years, and I am
comfortable with losses of X.” If those goals match the
current portfolio, we discuss the emotion of the markets
and how best to take advantage of the environment.
The best way to navigate unpredictable elements is to
chart a course and stick to it, but remain flexible to avoid
getting trapped. Adjustments are needed at times—but
one must adjust strategically, rather than emotionally.
Experience builds expertise—but experience cannot be

gained overnight. Understanding the history of the securities markets helps one gain experience more quickly and
less painfully.
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Disclosure
OJM Group, LLC (“OJM”) is an SEC-registered investment
adviser with its principal place of business in the state of
Ohio. OJM and its representatives are in compliance with
the current notice filing and registration requirements
imposed upon registered investment advisers by those
states in which OJM maintains clients. OJM may only
transact business in those states in which it is registered
or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration requirements. For information pertaining to the
registration status of OJM, please contact OJM or refer to
the Investment Adviser Public Disclosure website (adviserinfo.sec.gov).
For additional information about OJM, including fees and
services, send for our disclosure brochure as set forth on
Form ADV using the contact information herein. Please
read the disclosure statement carefully before investing
or sending money.
This article contains general information that is not suitable for everyone. The information contained herein
should not be construed as personalized legal or tax
advice. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this article will be appropriate for your
particular circumstances. Tax law changes frequently,
accordingly information presented herein is subject to
change without notice. You should seek professional tax
and legal advice before implementing any strategy discussed herein.
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